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Preface

\íith

the pïesent collection

of

60 contributions to the fields

of

Indo-

European, eskimological, etymological, comparative and general linguistic studies, we wish to honoutJens Elmegård Rasmussen on his 60th birthday.
As reflected by the many and vatious articles in the pfesent volume, Jens is
the all-round Indo-Europeanist: His research covers topics from all of the
branches of Indo-EufoPean - not to mention investigations into the protolanguage itself and its possible distant relatives. His approach is positivistic in
the sense that he rarely lets problems remain simply unsolved. He has a ñtm
conviction that greatet and smaller mysteries in the structure of languages can
be solved by examining their underþing sttuctures, which will reveal traces of a
distant past, More specitcally, he has meticulously investigated the internal relations between phonological processes and seemingly irregular morphological
structures in the protoJanguage.
More than anyone, Jens personifies the spirit and enthusiasm of the comparative linguist. Over several decades, Jens single-handedly kept the whole
held of Indo-European studies alive in Copenhagen, without losing his creativeness as a scholar. It would be fait to say that we owe to Jens the very existence of our field in Denmark today. Thus, Jens has continued the proud tradition of Rasmus Rask, Hermann MØllef, I(ad Verner and Holger Pedersen, and
he has landmarked this achievement by founding the promising series "Copenhagen Studies in Indo-EuroPean".
As a teachef, Jens invariably manâges to convey his own heartfelt passion
for the subject. In addition to the hard facts and textual commentary, the lessons are often bejewelled with truly inspired moments. While teaching Jens will
sometimes stoP mid-sentence, look up and declare the birth of a new discovery. In his facè one can often catch a glimpse of the "Heufeka" that sounds
inside any comparative linguist finally having found a possible solution to a
problem. Besides being an inspiring teacher, Jens also takes a personal interest
in all of his students (whose numbers have increased dramatically ovet the
years), and he is always willing to give extfa lessons when needed (classes have
teen known to last for 10 straight hours) or to discuss a particularþ intricate
problem over â beer after class.
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Preface

However, v¡e have not been alone in the compilation process, The editors
wish to thank first of all Oliver Simkin whose constant readiness has been of
immense value for the work of proofteading. Moreover, we are much indebted
to Jørgen Rischel for his kind help and professional advice. rüe owe James
Clackson, George Dunkel and Brent Vine a debt of gratitude for valuable support in the first hesitant beginnings. \)le also v/ant to express our humble
thanks to \Øolfgang Meid for having accepted the festschrift for publication as
a volume in this highly regarded series. ,tnd v/e are grateful, to sây the least,
that Birgit Anette Olsen has helped and supported us throughout the whole
course of compiling this tribute, \Øithout her expert counsel we would have
been lost. Finally, we wish to thank all of the contributors for their pleasant
and faithful collaboration even when their patience was sometimes severely
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Armenian gilerand. the Indo-European Word for tEvening'
R.S.P. Beekes
I-,eiden Uniuersi4t

It is general knowledge that Lat. aesþer and Gr. ëotepos point to *uesperos

and Lith. aãkaras and OCS ueíert to *aek'eros. On the \Øelsh form see below.
The Armenian word has puzzled scholars a good deal, so much that it has even
been denied that it continued the same word.
Of the two problems, that of the vocalism has been solved long ago. Before
í {there was a kind of u:epenthesis, yielding *¿2'Fsi, which became Arm. e;
this, according to the general rule, was reduced to i before the stress; e.g' Godel
7975:87. The rule was formulated by Pedersen 1905: 205 (= 7982: 67).
The problem of the íis more difficult. Accotding to the handbooks ícan
only derive from *Aq, which does not seem to fit in here. Howevet, the words
íert'chip' znd íel'wry, slanting, oblique' were derived by Bugge from *sked-ri(Gr. oreôd- oa) and *skel- (Gr. oxoÀ,tós, OHG scëlalt) tespectively. (The first
etymology was accepted by Kortlandt 1975: 45.) This means rhat í can go back
to *r,ë, which is mostly reflected as 11 Pedersen Lc. accepted this, but reconstructed *skhed- and assumed that the *¡- was irrelevant here, so that itwas *kh
that became í He was convinced that*kh normally gave k". The development
to íwould have occurred before front vowels. This is how I understand his remarks, which I find very difficult to interpret: "Falls eine palatalisierung der
velaren tenuis aspirata vofkommt, So erwâftet man (nach dem muster des
nichtpalatalisierten qh arm..x), dass sie als íauftreten muss." Perhaps Pedersen
was influenced by sxalem'to err', where the r- did not change the deveiopment
to x. In any case Pedersen concluded that the í reflected *kh (1n spite of the
etymologies of the two words wiú*s'ë(h)-) and reconstructed +ae/e,heros, which
found its way to the handbooks. However, there is no basis for *kh in *skedQM97 posits *skedhr-), nor is there any evidence for an aspirate in *skel(IE\Ø 928). It is a pity that Pedersen here missed the point, but we should
r^ther reproach later scholars for neither following up his ideas nor correcting
them. Note that both problems of the Armenian form were in principle solved
by Pedersen. At present, of course, we know that there were no tenues aspiratae. Thus we have *sk > í. Thus Olsen 7987:72,74 (who does not mention
Pedersen). She also tends to believe that íis the palatalised reflex þefore front
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which otherwise becomes ri She gives a summary in 1,999 81,3f,
adding íertem 'scratch' < *skerd- Ç-ith. skérd{u) and íil'cockeyed' < *ske/o(OHG scë/ah). She limits the development to the beginning of the word, but
she does not discuss giíer.

vowel)

of

*s,ë,

Thus the Armenian word may represent *ue¡k*eros. This is much closer to
the other forms, but -¡,ë- seems contradicted by -sP-.This reminds us that not
only *r,ë became c',but also *,ër. \We may therefore expect that*ks yielded íunder the same conditions as +sk. Cf. uec'< *saeks, where ueítasan confirms that in
certain conditions we find i This means that we may also reconstruct *øekseros.
- At this point l(ortlandt and H. Martirosjan point out to me that this representation of ,èr will be due to some form of the ruki rule. This means that we
do not have to establish the exact conditions of the development of r,ê; we
cannot here go into the question of the ra,ki development in Armenian.
It must be noted that Hamp reached the same conclusion in 7966: 13ff,
where he pointed to uec'beside ueíta¡an and reconstructed *,€s fte did not involve the raki rule). However, he did not stress the importance of this discover¡ and spoiled his credit for it because he stuck to *uef oi- for Armenian) âssuming a first element *aeik- 'chanee, unit of time'. Olsen 7999: 779 n. 332
mentions Hamp's article without comment; she also fails to mention the solution of the Arm. -i-, and the same goes for Hamp,
The form *aeksero¡ is very important, because it can be easily combined with
the other forms, *,ë and *g: it shows that the *,€ stood before the *r. This gives
*aek'spero.t. Note that we have reconstructed this form on the basis of the attested forms oniy. The actual forms can be explained from -k'sp-: Armenian
lost the last consonant, Greek and Latin skipped the first; in Balto-Slavic the -¡may have been 'squeezed out', after which -kp- was reduced to -k-.1
Here \ü/elsh acher may be recalled. Schrijver 1.995: 1,59f argued that *aecould become*ui-,which regularþ becomes a-.The -ch- can represent sk, ksþ)
sp, ps.The clusters ksþ) and E ñtin nicely.

It has been suggested that the word, given its complicated cluster, may be a
compound, the second element of which was in the zero grade, which caused
the sequence of consonants. Already Pott Eryn. Forsch.12: 594) and Brugmann
1902/03 159) suggested that the first element *ae- was the short vaiant of the
Latin privative particle ae'- in aiisanus'insane'. Also a word for 'night' v/as surmised. Petersson 1.921.: 232f seems to have been the first. He - wrongly - idennñed +aeE- as +g'eseþ-, which he supposed to be the pre-form of Skt. ,ksapKordandt, however, expects -k¡t- in Baltic, and -¡Ê in Slavic. He suggests kip > þsk
> pk>,€ in BSl.

'Evening'

61.

'night'. Then, in 1,934: 60 the zero grade of k;øp- was identified in Hittite
'night'by Goetze and Pedersen. In 1951: 475 Goetze made the connection with 'evening' (merely noting ",ë{aþ-...; perhaPs ... Lat. øe-spe/'). Hamp
adopted this suggestion in the article cited above (1966). The form we have
now fecorlstructed has the sequence */e,P-s-þ, found in Skt. ,ë¡ap- 'nght'. This
cannot be a coincidence, and the connection can now be considered definitively
proven. This interpretation was considered possible by Schindier 7969: 1'66f,
who combined * ue- and * - k'sP-'night'.
I am not enthusiastic about *ue. Perhaps the first element v/as something
else. For the possible meaning cf. \X/elsh min nos 'brink of the night' @uck 1949:
997).I have considered*ùraeg 'gtoril'(which has the problem of the latyngeal),
but it is not very convincing. Perhaps *ae-,which is not attested, is not so bad.
Latin ueî- is cleady related to *øu (*httr).Ernout-Meillet compare ,i- (< abs) in
ri-mens and de- in de-men¡. Its use is exactly like that of aø- in Baltic paw.
øa-manis 'insane) and Slavic a- (a-bogø 'poor' : bogatu'rich). The peiorative
meaning of the Latin element follows from the 'strong' expression '(far) away
from'. (On the meaning of Latin ae-- see Niedermann 1899: 247ff.) This connection with *aa would gve *hrae-, which would give a problem in Greek. But
the laryngeal may have disappeared in compounds. Also the Latin element has
a long a, but this maybe due to lengthening; cf.Lat. -ile'or'beside Skt' ø¿í. Further comparc Laan dê, and me, te, se. For the form one may compate *hrépo :
*h¿prí. For the structure one may comPare *ltr1me'me', For the notion 'evening'
expressed in a way like this there are several parallels: Goth. anda-nahti 'the period extending toward the night'; Av. a-xíafni (read a-) Abenddunkel' from "was
bis zur Nacht hin reicht"; Av. øþa-naxtar- 'bordering on the night', i.e. 'in the
morning andf or the evening'. However, I wonder whether 'what is away from
the night'would not rather get the meaning'morning'. Now, Pokorny (IEW 72)
states that Indo-Iraniat aaa "indem mehr das Ziel als der Ausgangspunkt der
Bewegung zum Bewustsein kam" also means 'worauf zu,heran'; in Avestan aua
simply means 'hin zu'. If this notion was also present in Proto-Indo-European,
the word might mean 'what stfetches till the night', just like the Gothic and (the
first) Avestan words just cited. This aspect may need more clarification'
The element -er- has been recognized as occurring in time indications like
Av. xíapar, Av. apa-naxtar-, Gr. vuxrepós etc, The word was probably an adiective (Schindler, pointing to the,\rmenian o- and a-stem; Latin has the substantives aesper and aesþera, and an adjective aetper, -a, -am), Gr' ëonépa Qi; lonepos
i-rþanh

Od.) seems younger, after i¡y.épa).

Anyhow, the reconstruction with 'night' can no longer be denied. (iVIy t.course to a substratum word proves unnecessary, 7996:232 n. 10.)
The often assumed connection with the Germanic words for 'west' must be

given up.
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0. The main purpose of the present study is to prove that some of the denotations for 'night' or 'evening' in the Indo-European languâges rePresent
expressions based on metaphors '[day covered by] eyelid / lld / cover'.

In standard handbooks the derivatives of the root +I<seþ- denoting 'night'
have been limited to Indo-Iranian and Hittite, plus the Greek paralTel @uck
1.949:74.42; Pokorny 7959:649; Mallory & Adams 7997:394):
1.

Stadia Caa-

casica

LIV =

A Little Light upon 'Night'

Aùanta.

Old Indtc k¡,íp- and secondary k;apá- f. 'night', Prakrit khaua- id., Ashkun ca, çuäi, íu'last night', Khowar íhøi'night',I{ztt íâ id. (E\üAI I: 424; Turner
(o)xí.tþar(a)- (cf. Wakhi íøpr'right's lodging'
1,966 #3652); Avestan xíøþ-,
=
Sarikoli *abor,Shugn *aborid; Ossetic Digor &xsaaar 'supper), xíafn- / xíapan(continuing in Parachi xøuâ'fl, see Steblin-I(amenskii 1'999: 335), Old Persian
xíap- 'ntght', Middle Persian íap, Modern Persian íab, Talysh íäu, íau, Kurdish
íäu, Bùuchi íoP, íof Ormuri !0, þoa, Khotanese ¡¡aua-, Pashto ff4 Buddhistic
Sogdian 0)yþh, Manichean Sogdian P)xíþ,Yaghnobi xíap, Ossetic hon øxsaua,
Digor 'xsøu, Iy'runjant x!áua, Yidgha x'íouo, besides the forms influenced by
Modern Persian íøå: Shugni-Roshani *ab,Sarlkoh ûob,Yazgalam íab, íiw,Ishkashim;ab 'night' (Abaev 7989:230-31; Bailey 7979: 407; Morgenstierne 7974:
1.1.

100; Steblin-I{amenskij 1999: 335) <'rKseþ-

-

*IGoþ-i

1.2. Hittite ispant- id. < *F(Pont- or "lKltPUt-, perhaps from the locative
*Krpon corresponding to Avestan xíapan-, and further extended after siwat"day", luk¿zt- "morning", nekat- "eveting" @uhvel 1984: 431-35).
1.3. The same root has been sought in Greek $éEas'darkness' with g instead of expected *ø, perhaps after rcvégøs id. petersson 1921: 233) ot ftom
the secondary aspiration in the r-stem *KlsePo¡, gen. *Kusepesor ) *feøos, gen.
*$enehos > ,þegos (Szemerényi 1969:973-74). The relationship of the Greek
word with the Aryan-Hittite isogloss would imply the initial labiovelar.

